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ETTORE FAVINI 
You certainly took your sweet time 

 
 

 
- Ettore, do you have any scheduled date for your solo exhibition? 
- I have some ideas, I am just taking them under consideration, but it will take some 
time to actualize these ideas.  
In the meanwhile CO2 moved from Rome to Turin, the spaces changed and the 
previous project wasn’t suitable anymore. 
- So Ettore, do you have any idea about your solo? We are ready. 
- Yes, the project is ready too but I need some little more time, just few months, I’m 
working on the time, working on us, we are our time, time has been so generous to 
us. 
- Sure, took your sweet time, you’re right, we are the product of our time. 
 
This is Ettore Favini’s (Cremona, Italy, 1974) way of working. He is a versatile artist 
who’s range goes from a conceptual action to the sculpture, passing through what 
he does belong to the most: nature and its environment. He starts from a vacuum 
space, finding his own way to relate himself to it, broaching a respectful 
conversation with it but aiming to change its characteristics within few hours. 
 
His project You certainly took your sweet time, has been developed in two years of 
thoughts and two hours of work. It is a consideration of the flowing of time and its 
importance on human being after several surveys, after having observed how the 
gallery has worked and changed in a year time. 
 
The artist performs his first solo exhibition at CO2, occupying its spaces with an 
unparalleled installation which comprises the utilisation of a sartorial cloth sample to 
create the facade of his work, turning the object from its mere introductive function 
in-to a proper textile sculpture, a curtain essentially, that keeps its ancient role of 
dividing while it amplifies the strength of what it is hiding. 
Three clocks are hung and wall faced under punishment, unable to carry out their 
function as if the beholder, for once at their back, was misleading the ticking of time. 
Those clocks recuperate the arcane function of a meridian, where light comes 
through a connection with time, activating the movement of its own 
shadow disclosing the exact time but never being precise. As if seconds were 
senseless and the time slot between 10.10 and 10.20 was not directly related with 
reality anymore. As if Time, for once, could not affect the human being no more. 
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